Ion-induced bending phenomena were studied in free-standing nano-sized Al cantilevers with thicknesses in the range of 89-200 nm. The objective is to present a predictive and useful model for the fabrication of micro-and nanosized specimens. Samples were irradiated in a Tescan Lyra dual beam system with 30 kV Ga ? ions normal to the sample surface up to a maximum fluence of * 2 9 10 21 m -2 . Irrespective of thickness, all samples bent initially away from the Ga ? beam; as irradiation proceeded, the bending direction was reversed. The Al cantilever bending behavior is discussed in terms of depth-dependent volume change due to implanted Ga atoms, radiation-induced point defects and interstitial clusters. A kinetic model is designed which is based on a set of rate equations for concentrations of vacancies, interstitial atoms, Ga atoms and clusters of interstitial atoms. The bending crossover is explained by the formation of sessile interstitial clusters in a zone beyond the Ga ? penetration range.
Introduction
Focused ion beams are used in the fabrication of micro-and nano-sized products [1] [2] [3] [4] . A rather recent application, which is the topic of this contribution, is the bending of free-standing thin structures such as films, nanotubes and nanowires [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The mechanisms controlling this phenomenon are not sufficiently clear in a quantitative way, and different ideas have been proposed but rather qualitatively [11] [12] [13] . The production of crystallographic defects due to ion irradiation is widely investigated and well understood, with the collision cascade model being the most accepted. Nevertheless, the small sizes of the introduced features (point defects (PD) and their clusters of atomic dimensions up to few nanometers) limit the possibility of a comprehensive description by direct observation. As a result, molecular dynamics (MD) calculations are used to simulate cascades at a high level of sophistication [14, 15] . These are, however, usually limited by the available processing capacity to small volumes or number of consecutive cascades-full simulation of a bending experiment in a 5 9 2 9 0.2 lm 3 cantilever would tical at the present time.
Literature on ion-induced bending reports that the irradiated structures bend most of the time toward the incident beam. Yoshida et al. [11] reported bending away from the beam when the ion accelerating voltage was increased so that the implantation region would fall on the opposite side of the cantilever's neutral axis. The motivation for this paper was a rather unexpected and surprising observation made on aluminum cantilevers, which exhibited both bending away from the beam under irradiation with 30 kV Ga ions, and a reversal of bending direction as irradiation progressed. This is a quite interesting observations from a fundamental viewpoint but also for the field of applications of nano-and microsized objects.
Recent experiments confirmed formation of a dislocation network [16] in Au nanoparticles and dislocation loops in the Al thin film [17] at fluences typical for focused ion beam (FIB) milling. TEM observation of as-fabricated Al nanopillars revealed the formation of nm-sized dislocation loops [18] . According to [17] , the dislocation loops formed by a high energy Ga ? ion impact in Al at room temperature are most likely of the interstitial type.
Here, we propose a kinetic model based on the diffusion of glissile interstitial clusters from the cascade zone to the non-irradiated zone. The estimations of this model were compared to experiments in aluminum cantilevers with a thickness varying from 90 to 200 nm with good agreement. The ability to accurately predict and control the deflection of nanostructures may turn the FIB into an important tool in the design and fabrication of miniaturized devices.
Experiments and results
Films of aluminum with nominal thicknesses of 200, 144 and 89 nm were deposited on mechanically polished NaCl substrates using a Temescal FC-2000 electron-beam evaporator at a vacuum of 8 9 10 -7 Torr and an evaporation rate of 0.1 nm s -1 . The films were made free-standing by dissolving the substrate in distilled water and collecting the floating films with a TEM grid. The samples were annealed at 200°C for 30 min in argon atmosphere and then mounted in a home-designed holder that enables the grid surface to be positioned normally to the incident ion beam in a Tescan Lyra FIB-SEM dual system.
An ion acceleration voltage of 30 kV was used to fabricate and bend the cantilevers (Fig. 1) . The surroundings of the regions of interest were ion cut and removed, leaving arrays of 5 9 2 lm 2 cantilevers.
This cutting step was performed using an ion current of * 200 pA without any imaging frames to minimize ion irradiation prior to the experiments. Bending experiments were carried using a current of * 40 pA. A beam overlap of 0.5 (beam diameter * 100 nm) was chosen to ensure lateral uniformity. A rectangular area that slightly exceeded the cantilever edges was scanned using a parallel strategy, meaning it was scanned in lines by the ion beam in steps of 50 nm and dwell time of 1 ls, repeating for the necessary number of times until the desired fluence was achieved. The cantilevers would then be imaged with SEM. These steps of irradiation and imaging continued up to a maximum Ga ? fluence of 2 9 10 21 m -2
. The deflections were later measured from the SE images using ImageJ [19] and Engauge [20] taking into account the 55°perspective of the electron beam to the samples normal. Figure 2 shows a couple of representative SEM images of a set of cantilevers with initial thickness 200 nm, exhibiting initial 'downwards' bending and direction reversal as irradiation progressed. Examples of measured deflection and curvature [explained in the following, with Eq. (19) ] for different initial thicknesses are shown in Fig. 3 .
The curvature plots show constant values in the cantilever center region, meaning the ion-induced radiation damage is uniform along the cantilever x axis. As fluence increases, the shape of the curvature plots tends to a U shape that can be attributed to the increasingly non-uniform irradiation conditions due to the change in incidence angle toward the cantilever extremity. At the free end, where the deviation from perpendicular incidence is larger, the sputtering yield can be assumed to be larger and the implanted region shallower, giving a heterogeneous deflection along the cantilever length.
The curvature values in the center region were averaged and plotted against fluence as shown in curvature. This can be reasoned considering the induced swelling distribution width relative to film thickness is larger in that case.
Gallium concentration was measured in a 200-nmthick film for three different irradiation fluences by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) in a FEI- 
Discussion
To explain our experimental observations, we formulate a theoretical framework for radiation-induced bending due to radiation damage accumulation in a crystalline thin film. As a Ga ? ion travels through the film material, the ion energy dissipates by exciting electrons and by (in)elastic collisions with the material nuclei. Due to collisions some atoms are ejected . The lines at y = 0 represent the initial condition.
J Mater Sci (2018) 53:7822-7833 from normal lattice positions creating primary knockon atoms (PKA), which, in turn, may produce cascades of atomic displacements [21, 22] . The defects created in a cascade after a fast relaxation stage include isolated PD (vacancies and interstitial atoms) and small clusters of PD. Point defects continue to migrate by thermal diffusion, resulting, e.g., (1) in the recombination of vacancies with self-interstitials or implanted ions and (2) the diffusion of PD to sinks such as surfaces, dislocations, grain boundaries and PD clusters. According to MD simulations, a significant fraction of the interstitial population is produced in thermally stable clusters, both 'sessile' and 'glissile' [22] [23] [24] . Glissile clusters are highly mobile even at room temperature [14] and can migrate away from their parent cascades. In the undamaged region of the film beyond the penetration range of Ga ? ions, the mobile clusters can form sessile clusters due to collisions with each other and absorption of single self-interstitial atoms (SIAs). Eventually these clusters may grow into dislocation loops. Migration of interstitial clusters leads to volume increase in the undamaged region since each atom of a glissile cluster brings an excess volume of about the atomic volume, i.e., the relaxation volume of SIA, Dx i $ x. At the same time, there is no accumulation of excess volume in the irradiated subsurface region because cascades create new clusters and destroy existing ones due to cascade overlap and the effect of radiation-induced mixing [22, 25, 26] . In addition, the ion beam sputters the surface atoms and thus removes the damaged subsurface layers. The conclusion is that the ion beam irradiation creates not only PD distributions within the penetration range of ions but results also in material redistribution across the whole thickness of the cantilever. Evolution of material microstructure well below the implantation depth (long-range effect) was observed in various materials [27, 28] . Early transmission electron microscope (TEM) studies [29, 30] on Cu and Au foils, which were bombarded with 1-5 kV Ar ions, showed that interstitial clusters (in the configuration of Frank sessile dislocation loops) are formed below the bombarded surface at a depth remarkably larger than the calculated random range of Ar ions. A large difference between ion-induced damage depth and theoretically simulated range was observed to be more prominent in fcc metals compared to bcc-Fe [31] . This fact was attributed to a higher value of the Peierls force opposing dislocation glide in bcc structures. Both Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) channeling spectra and cross-sectional TEM characterization of single crystalline nickel and Ni-based binary alloys irradiated with 3 MV Au ions clearly demonstrated that the range of radiation-induced defect clusters far exceed the theoretically predicted depth in all materials after high fluence irradiation [27] . The range of defect distribution beneath the irradiated surface increased dramatically with increasing ion fluence. The range of visible damage almost doubled when the irradiation fluence increased from 2 9 10 17 to
. The composition of the material was found to have a great impact on defect distribution, suggesting very different defect migration properties. Radiation defects in pure Ni stretched much deeper than in Ni binary alloys, indicating a higher defect migration rate in nickel for both high and low dose irradiation.
It should be noted that according to MD simulation, vacancy clusters (including mobile ones) may also form during early stages of cascade evolution. However, small vacancy clusters and vacancy voids are thermally unstable [22] . For this reason, their effect to bending is expected to be small as compared to interstitial clusters.
To estimate the contribution of PD and interstitial clusters to cantilever bending, the analysis presented above is used to formulate of radiation damage evolution in a thin film.
Let us consider a cantilever beam of thickness d 0 irradiated with Ga ? ions. The primary defects produced by displacement cascades are isolated PD and mobile interstitial clusters. For simplicity, we assume that clusters are of the same size, m. Doing this has the major advantage that it allows to reduce the number of fitting parameters. Mobile clusters undergo random walks and form sessile clusters when collide with each other. We do not follow subsequent evolution of sessile clusters. In this study the most important property of sessile clusters is their volume as a function of depth. The time-dependent rate equations for concentrations of vacancies C v , selfinterstitial atoms C i , interstitial Ga atoms C iGa , substitutional Ga atoms C Ga , mobile clusters C m and sessile clusters C S are as follows
where concentrations are defined per lattice site, K is the depth-dependent generation rate of PD, e is the fraction of clustered interstitial atoms, g ¼ bV dc =xn d is a cluster destruction parameter (see explanation below), b is probability to destroy a cluster by a cascade, V dc is volume of a displacement cascade, x is the volume per lattice site, n d is the number of defects of one type produced in a cascade, K Ga is the implantation rate of Ga, a ¼ 4pR iv =x is the recombination rate constant, R iv $ a is the radius of spontaneous recombination (a is the lattice spacing), D i;v;iGa;m are the diffusion coefficients (D v \D m \D i;iGa ). For simplicity, diffusion coefficient of self-interstitial atoms and interstitial Ga ions are assumed to be the same. The rate constant for cluster formation is written in the so-called Smoluchowski approximation [32] 
where d m is the effective cluster diameter. The PD generation rate and Ga implantation rate per second and per lattice site are calculated with SRIM [33] J Mater Sci (2018) 53:7822-7833
where j is the flux of Ga ? ions at the film surface,
Þ is the distribution of vacancies over the film depth y per incident Ga
? ion, and K Ga SRIM y ð Þ is the probability density to find the incident ion at a depth y when it stops.
The parameter gK ¼ bKV dc =xn d is the inverse lifetime of a cluster due to ballistic and thermal spike effects [22, 25, 26] . Here K=xn d is the generation rate of cascades per second per unit volume. It is assumed that if a cascade of volume V dc develops in the neighborhood of a cluster, then it destroys a cluster with the probability b\1.
The impingement of the film with energetic ions results in film sputtering, i.e., movement or receding of the film boundary with the rate
where Y is the sputtering yield (number of sputtered atoms per incident ion). For PD in Eqs. (1)- (3) we use zero boundary conditions at both external surfaces. 
For mobile clusters, we use mixed boundary conditions,
assuming that the flux of clusters at the external surfaces is proportional to cluster concentration near surfaces, i.e., the surface is not a perfect sink for clusters as distinct from PD. A physical interpretation of this assumption is related to how fast interstitial clusters are transformed to be absorbed by external surfaces. PD can be absorbed by dislocations and grain boundaries. However, it is assumed in the model that the material is well annealed; i.e., the sink strength of dislocations and grain boundaries is low as compared to sink strength of external surfaces. This means that the film thickness is smaller than the mean distance between grain boundaries and the dislocation spacing.
From a physics viewpoint, the bending is a consequence of the stress originating from the inhomogeneous volume change due to implanted ions, PD distributions and defect clusters. The relative volume change X ¼ DV=V associated with implanted ion and PD is given by the summation:
where Dx v is the vacancy relaxation volume and Dx Ga is the excess volume associated with substitutional Ga atom. Here we neglected the contribution of isolated interstitial atoms because the remaining concentrations of interstitial atoms are very small due to high diffusion mobility at room temperature. The relaxation volume of vacancies is negative in all metals. The excess volume associated with substitutional Ga atom depends on the specific film material, being positive in Al (Table 1) . It can be deduced from the dependence of lattice parameter on Ga concentration in solid solutions [34] .
Another contribution to the volume change originates from interstitial clusters
To evaluate the bending due to the inhomogeneous volume change
we use an analogy with the thermoelasticity. It is well known that thermoelastic stresses due to the linear thermal expansion aT y ð Þ results in bending of beams and multilayered materials [35] . In the equations of thermoelastic bending of the cantilever beam, we replace the linear thermal expansion aT y ð Þ with the linear expansion/contraction
and find the solution to the problem of cantilever bending induced by ion irradiation. The strain in the film is given by
where d ¼ d 0 À vt is the cantilever thickness, x is the coordinate in the direction of the free end, R is the radius of curvature at the neutral plane and e 0 is the axial strain in the x-direction at the neutral plane. The stress in the cantilever is given by
where E is the Young's modulus. The deflection of the beam is related to curvature by
The bending direction depends on the asymmetry of excess volume distribution with respect to the neutral axis. It should be noted that the curvature radius, Eq. (17), depends only on the inhomogeneous volume change. One may expect that the volume change can generate high stresses leading to plastic deformation.
In this work the set of equations formulated above was solved numerically by the method of lines using the RADAU code [36] . Material parameters used in simulations are listed in Table 1 .
The cluster diffusion coefficient D m and parameters e, g and c were adjusted to reproduce experimental behavior of the cantilever curvature. In our model the cluster migration energy is 0.3 eV, i.e., higher than reported by MD simulations for 1D migration [14, 24] . The difference can be explained that in our case the coefficient D m is the effective coefficient of 3D diffusion, which requires cluster reorientation.
The production rate of PD K and the implantation rate of Ga K Ga were calculated with SRIM for 30 keV Ga ion implanted into amorphous Al target at normal incidence. The 'monolayer collisions-surface sputtering' option of SRIM was selected with displacement energy 25 eV [37] (Fig. 6 ). According to recommendations [38] the SRIM data for number of defects produced by an ion were divided by factor of 2, since SRIM overestimate number of displaced atoms as compared to more realistic MD simulations. SRIM simulations predict that during irradiation of Al film with 30 kV Ga ions, PD are generated mostly within a range of about 50 nm.
For a cantilever of initial thickness 200 nm, the concentration profiles of vacancies and substitutional Ga atoms are shown in Fig. 7 . It is seen that the concentration profiles move inside the film as the material is removed from the surface due to sputtering. Concentrations of SIAs and Ga interstitial atoms are less than 10 -12 because of fast diffusion to external surfaces. At the simulation temperature, the Ga implantation rate, ion/s per atom Figure 6 PD production rate K and Ga implantation rate K Ga calculated with SRIM for 30 keV Ga ? ion implanted into amorphous Al target at normal incidence. The Ga ? flux is Figure 8 shows concentration profiles of mobile and sessile clusters. It seen that the sessile clusters are destroyed near the film surface exposed to the ion beam. As the surface moves away from the beam, concentration of sessile clusters increases in the region beyond the penetration range of ions.
Accumulation of radiation defects results in a high swelling of material, up to 40% in the maximum (Fig. 9) . Vacancies that escaped recombination with interstitials are removed from the system because of sputtering. Clustered interstitial atoms survive in the form of sessile clusters, which evolve into dislocation loops, giving rise to swelling of the film. Up to a fluence of 8 9 10 20 m -2 (114 s) the 200 nm cantilever deflects away from the beam; the curvature is negative (Fig. 4) . The reason is that most of the swelling occurs between the irradiated surface and the neutral axis (Fig. 9) . As the film becomes thinner, the bending direction changes.
Our theoretical predictions agree well with the experimental dependence of curvature on fluence and initial cantilever thickness (Fig. 4) . The cluster mechanism of bending is supported by our observation that bending cannot be removed by annealing, whereas bending due to isolated PD would anneal completely. Figure 4 shows also the fluence dependence of bending at e = 0, i.e., in a system without production of clusters. In this case the negative value of curvature is due to positive volume misfit of substitutional Ga atoms which dominates vacancy contribution. It is seen that distributions of isolated PD defect in the damaged region cannot produce the observed cantilever curvature. Note that mobile interstitial clusters, which form during cascade evolution, can transport Ga atoms to the unirradiated region. Assuming that the probability to find Ga atoms in clusters equals the Ga concentration averaged over the implantation profile thickness C ðimpÞ Ga D E (see Fig. 7b ), the increment of Ga concentration in this region during small time interval is written as
Since the Ga implantation profile practically do not change after a short transient period, i.e., total Ga concentration in the film is given by To summarize the discussion, we would like to note that we are aware of the assumptions and simplifications, but the essentials are validated and supported by experimental observations. Our goal was (1) to highlight the important role of radiation damage beyond of implantation range of Ga ions and (2) to demonstrate that bending is the response of thin cantilevers to essential microstructural changes and material redistribution resulting in high swelling.
Conclusions
A series of bending experiments with cantilevers made from Al was performed. The same surprising behavior was observed in cantilevers of various thickness: all samples bent initially away from the 30 kV Ga ? beam and reversed the bending direction as irradiation proceeded. The experimental data are discussed in terms of local volume change due to mass transfer from the cascade region to the so-called undamaged region. To this end the model for defect diffusion kinetics in the crystalline thin films under irradiation with energetic ions has been formulated. An analogy with thermoelasticity is used to convert the inhomogeneous volume change along the thickness of a free-standing cantilever into bending curvature.
An important and novel message of the work is that the bending under ion beam irradiation cannot be explained by the generation of isolated PD and deposition of Ga ions since their effects are too small. Our experimental findings are consistent with the mechanism of gliding/diffusion of interstitial clusters, which eventually form sessile clusters. The amount of material transferred to the unirradiated zone grows with the fluence and leads to swelling in regions well beyond the penetration range of Ga ions. The proposed model predicts that the range of ioninduced microstructural changes exceeds far the SRIM predicted implantation depth. It is concluded that a predictive and useful model was presented for the fabrication of micro-and nano-sized objects.
